Bridge system Kevin Peeters and Joao Fanha
Base system is 2/1 (2cl flexible but 2 D/2H always 5 card) , constructive in first and second hand,
very competitive in third.
Key features of system
1 club: can be two cards or any strong hand in third position non-vulnerable or NT 15-17
(Annex 1)
1 diamond: 4+ card
1NT: 12-14 (Annex 1)
2 Club: Multi opening or Semi forcing or weak 2 suiter major 4-4 or more (Annex 2)
2 diamond: multi opening or game forcing or weak 2 major (Annex 3)
2 heart, 2 spade: Muiderberg (Annex 4)
2NT up to 3 hearts: multi openings Peeters’ system (Annex 5)
3 spade: weak 4 opening in Minor (Club or diamond) (allows to still play 3NT)
3NT: gambling
4 club 4 diamond: Namyats (Annex 6)
4 hearts/4 spade: weak
4NT: weak in the minors
Please note that in third position not vulnerable all two openings are 0 to 7 points with best suit
(can be 4 card). As a consequence pass becomes 8 to 11 points and needs to be alerted.
Other conventions
4NT Roman key card blackwood (30/41)
Drury (3 and 4th hand) only with 2 club. Only weak bid is rebidding opening suit.
2 suited interventions see Peeters’ system as per openings (Annex 5)
After 2cl or 2d strong opening from opps we play the Peeter’s system (Annex 5)
Rubensohl (Annex 7)
Developments after strong 2 NT (rebids after 2C/2D openings) (Annex 8)
Defense against 2D multicolor (Annex 9)
2S GF after opener repeats hearts (Annex 10)
Inverted Minors (Annex 11)
Mini Lebensohl (Annex 12)
Full details of all bidding sequences
1 club opening
If repeat by opener of 1NT is 15–17 and continuation is as per 1NT opening.
3th position opening NV

Responder has to bid even 0 points so 1D bid from him doesn’t promiss anything
If opener rebids 2C he has has 20+ hands (see development below)
1 minor openings
Inverted minors at the exception as per above mentioned. (Annex 12)
Direct 2= 5+5+ (6-9 points)
Direct 2= 6 spades 6-9 points
All jump bits in new suit on three level are 0 to 5 points, with weak suit, it can be only six cards.
After 1 major bid responder:
3NT: 18-19 regular hand
4 minor rebid: strong fit with good 1 suiter in minor
4 Major fit: strong with bad 1 suiter in minor
Others on 4 level are splinter
Responses on 1 major opening
1NT: forcing (In case opener has minimum and five card he bids his best minor)
After this rebid of major is or two cards 5-9 points or 3 cards 5-7 points.
2 major: 8 to 9 points with fit 3 or 4 card
3 major: fit with 4 card 0-7 points
2NT: 10+ points as of 3 card fit.(See development below)
3 club or diamond: constructive good 6+ card but not forcing.
Jump bid in other major is 16+, very good one suit it fixes the suit to play
Double jump in other major is splinter
Triple jump in other major is to play (e.g. 1heart- 4 spade is to play)
If you already passed: 3-level bids are “enchere de rencontre (Fit and good suit)
Please note that in case of fit the points always include full distribution re-evaluation.
Development after 2NT:
Repeat major all three level: 15–17 regular hand
Repeat major at four level: 12–14, 6 card.
Four level bid: 12-14 with single or void.
Three level bid: 15–17 best site suit. (after this if partner bids 3 level it’s a strength, if you bid
now 3NT it’s not serious (minimum of your 3 level bid)
3NT: 18-19, all distribution

Logic is that 2NT bidder takes lead without disclosing his hand at exception of control bids to
find slam. If he wanted to give shape to partner he could have started with bidding other suit
before giving the fit.
After 2NT rebid of opener
Wolff sign-off (after 2NT rebid)
1x - 1y - 2NT → 3 → 3
The responder can pass or rebid his first suit in which case opener should pass in principle. If
the responder now bids 3NT he has clubs .
1m - 1 - 2SA - 3 - 3 - 3 5-5 forcing
1m - 1 - 2SA - 3 - 3 - 3 = 4 et 4Forcing
1m – 1M – 2SA – 3M = simply 5+ cards, Forcing.
1m – 1M – 2SA – 3other M = 5+ in first suit and 4 card in second suit Forcing
Responses after inverted 2 suiter of opener
Only bidding the first suit of opener is non forcing.
All the rest is natural and forcing.

After 1 club opening and 2 club rebid in 3 hand NV
2 diamond relay unless good 5+ suiter. All other bids natural and GF.
Please note that unless sequence was 1club-1diamond-2clubs we are already GF.
Rebid of opener are natural 6+cards otherwise he can rebid 2NT
Sequence after rebid 2NT as per developement of 2NT rebid after 2 Club and 2 Diamond
openings (muppet stayman).

All biddings after intervention
1 club to 1 spade opening:
Oponents double:
After double system is still full on but new suit on 2 level without jump is weak (6-9) otherwise
pass by rdbl (10+). New suit on 2 level with jump or 3 level is weak (0-5).
For inverted minors include system Joao
Oponents intervene with suit (not double) on 1 level:
All biddings become in transfer:

Dbl becomes 4+ card in the suit above. New suit bid becomes 4+ card in the suit above on 1
level or 5+ card on 2 level. Same on 3 level, it stays transfer but can be or very weak with very
long suit or very strong 1 suiter (if rebid it means strong version and transfered suit will be
trump).
1 and 2-level bids can always be with weak, intermediate or strong suit. Partner continues as if
partner had the weak version, accepting the relay is as such weakest bid with noting to play
other if relay was done with minimum. Afterwards biddings become natural and forcing.
Some specific sequences as example:
1 club- 1 diamond -dbl- pass:
1 h: 12-14 3 card
2 h: 12-14 4 card
3 h: 15-17 4 card
3NT: 18-19 with fit regular hand and stopper in opps suit
4 minor repeat: fit and good one suiter in own minor
4 major fit: fit and bad one suiter in own minor
Similar for other 1 level sequences: e.g 1club-1 diamond- 1 hearth-pass.
1 diamond- 1 heart- 1 spade is relay to NT.
1 diamond-1 heart- 1 NT is relay to clubs
Etc.
1x-1 spade-2 diamond: can be transfer with 4 card heart. Responses:
2 heart: 12-14 max 3-card ( can be 2 if regular hand)
3 heart: 12-14 4-card
2 spade: 15+ cuebid ( can miss stopper or have strong 1- suiter)
2 NT: 18-19 regular with 2 or 3- card
3 diamond is now re transfer to 3 hearts ( if followed by 3 nt, it’s 5 card)
all other bids natural
3 NT: 18-19 regular with 4 card
3x repeat of suit: long suit 12-14
Rest of biddings natural and forcing

1x-1 spade- 2 hearts: asking for stopper to play NT (all transfers for opp suit are same)
1x- 1y - 2 spade: tranfer to 2 NT trial for 3 NT
1club - 1 spade - 3 diamond: transfer h. It’s or very weak (0-6) or very strong good one suiter, it
fixes suit to play.
Etc.

Oponents intervene with 1NT
X punitif
2 Stayman
2, 2, 2 transferts

Oponents intevent on 4 NT ace ask
DOPI-ROPI: dbl zero, pass 1 (if suit by opps)
Rdbl zero, pass 1 (if dbl by opps)
Some specific sequences
A) Opp open 2h/2S weak - pass- pass- dbl
2NT= (9)10-11 relay to 3cl
3-levl bids are 0-8 (9)
B) I opps bid 2 suiter intervention:
- Cue-bid lowest suit is fit and invite
- Cue-bid highest suit is invite in not named suit (often some support in partner’s suit)
C) 1H - pass- 1S-2C/2D and similar bids
Opener’s re bids:
2NT:14-15 with 5-5
3X: weak 5-5
DBL Any other 15+ hand
D) 1NT - Pass- Pass -DBL
RDBL= long minor

Leads and defensive play
Count upside/down
Against NT 4 th best and 10/9 promessing (2 higher or none)
Against trumph 1-3-5 (Always 3th from odd number)
Except on king lead, small positive/ high negative (count only on second card)
On king deblock of jack or give count
First discard odd/even
10-9 promissing

Just Some Specific situations:

Single in dummy on led suit or clear situation that there is no hope for us in the led, suit, give
lavinthal on first card you follow( meaning show preferencial for other suit)
Against NT: first suit played by oponent when you are just following suit you give preference to
other suits in lavinthal on first card (unless clear case where count is needed in the suit, but this
is an exception)
Against trumph: first time oponents play trump and you are just following suit you give
preference to other suits in lavinthal
When you give ruff to partner always give preference in lavinthal
When your first card is trumph lead you do it in lavinthal for other suit preferential
Please note that full odd even discard means that high odd followed by small odd card in
second discard of the same suit is not asking but refusing due to lack of other discard options.
As such always be more careful when seeing high odd card in first discard. Further more, alow
odd in a suit is far stronger preference for the suit than an even discard in another suit given
preference for the same suit.

Some basic hand evaluations
Ace: 4.5 points
King: 3 points
Queen: 1.5 points
Jack: 1 point
Jx and j single: zero points
Q single: zero points
Qx: 1 point
K single: 1 point
(Above to slightly adapt if is in good suit of partner)
1 extra point in good suit as of 5-card (5 card +1, 6 card +2, etc.)
1 to 2 extra points in case of 9 card fit for the short hand (depends on shape, zero if 4-3-3-3)
3-5 points extra in case of 10 card fit in short hand or responder of 5-5 (depends on double,
single or void and overall shape)
-1 point in case of misfit
-2 to -3 points in case of heavy misfit in very shaped hands
Off course this are just some base rules to help with case by case evaluation

ANNEX 1: 1NT developments and defenses vs. 1 NT
Meanings
1) opening of 1 NT 12-14
2) 1 NT (15-17) repeat by opener after 1 CL opening
3) the 1NT opening can have 5 card major or 6 card minor
Bidding Developments
1NT

-

?

2C

Ask Relay, can contain 5 card major or any other distribution as it permits to ask
partners full distribution

2D

5+ Hearts if followed by rebid minor suit it's 5-5 limit 7-8, if 2SP 5-4 with 7-8
2H
2 SP
2NT
3C/D
3H

2H

5+ spades if followed by rebid minor suit it's 5-5 limit 7-8
2 SP
2NT
3C/D/H
3S

2S

no special meaning
4S + maximum NT hand
3S + good club/diamond/heart side suit
4S with minimum NT hand

Transfer clubs
2NT
3C

2NT

no special meaning
3H + good spade side suit
4H + maximum NT hand
3H + good club/diamond side suit
4H with minimum NT hand

Promiss honour in clubs (trial for 3NT opposite weak hand)
No good clubs

Transfer Diamonds
3C
3D

Promiss honour in diamonds (trial for 3NT opposite weak hand)
No good diamonds

3C/D/H/S Good 6 card very strong
3NT
2 low cards in partners suit
All Other
Control bids
3 NT
To play
4C
Gerber (repsonses of aces 0-4,1,2,3)

4D
4H/4S
4NT

5-5 majors
To play
Quantititatif
Pass
4C/4D
4H/4S
4NT
6C/6D
1NT
?
2D
2H
2S
2NT
3C
3D

Minimum
4 card
5 card club/diamond
4-4 minor
6 card
-

2C

No Major
4 or 5 card can be 4-4 in majors
4 card spade
5 card spade
6 card club
6 card diamond
1NT
2D

2H
2S

2NT
3C/3D
3H

-

2C
?

PASS OR CORRECT (WEAK HAND WITH BOTH MAJORS)
Relay
2NT
5 Diamonds or 4-3-3-3
3C
Relay
3D
4-3-3-3
3H
Relay asks 4 card
3S
4 Clubs
3NT
4 Diamonds
3D
5 D + double spade
3H
5 D + double heart
3S
5 D + double club
3C
5 card club
3D
Relay
3H
5 C + double spade
3S
5 C + double heart
3NT
5 C + double diamond
3D
4-4 Minor
3H
Relay
3S
double spade
3NT
double heart
3H
5 card club and 4 card diamond 5-4-2-2
3S
5 card diamond and 4 card club 5-4-2-2
Limit trial for 3NT
5 card GF
single with minors 5-4

3S

no stop in single asks for 5 card minor
3NT
5 Clubs slem trial
4C
5 diamonds slem trial
5C
5 card to play
5D
5 card to play
3NT
Stop in single of partner
Pass
To play
4C
5 card club slem trial (all rest cue bids)
4D
5 card diamond slem trial (all rest cue bids)
single with minors 5-4
3NT
Stop in single of partner
Pass
To play
4C
5 card club slem trial (all rest cue bids)
4D
5 card diamond slem trial (all rest cue bids)
4C
no stop asks for partner 5 card
4D
5 Clubs slem trial
4H
5 diamonds slem trial
5C
5 card to play
5D
5 card to play
To play

3SP

3NT
1NT
2H
2S
2NT
3C/3D
3H
3S
3NT
4C/4D
4H/4S
4NT
1NT
2H
2NT

3C

3D

-

2C
?

Relay (see development below)
Limit trial for 3NT
5+ card GF
Limit trial for 4H
cue bid (if you bid 2 cl with 5S you have to go via relays)
to play
cue bid
To play
quantitatif
-

2C
2S (Relay)

4-3-3-3 or 5 card heart)
3C
Relay
3D
4(hearts)-3-3-3
3H
5 H and double spade
3S
5 H and double diamond
3NT
5 H and double club
4H and 4Clubs
3D
Relay
3H
doube spade
3S
double diamond
4H and 4 diamonds

3H

Relay
3S
doube spade
3NT
double clubs
4H and 4S with double diamonds
4H and 4S with double clubs

3H
3S

GENERAL PRINCIPLE: YOU SHOW DOUBLETONS ALWAYS FROM HIGH TO LOW
1NT
2S
2NT
3C

2C
?

Limit trial for 3NT
Relay
3D
4S+4D
3H

3D
3H
3S
3NT
4C/4D
4H/4S
4NT
1NT
2NT
3C

3D
3H
3S
4C/4d/4H
4S
4NT
1NT
3C
3D

-

Relay
3S
double heart
3NT
double club
4S+4C and double heart
4S+4C and double diamond
4 (spade)-3-3-3

3H
3S
3NT
5+ GF
cue bid (if you bid 2 cl with 5H you have to go via relays)
Limit trial for 4S
to play
cue bid
To play
quantitatif
-

2C
?

Relay
3D
double hearts
3H
double diamond
3S
doube club
5+ card GF
Transfer to spades (after all is cuebid)
Limit trial for 4 S
cuebids
To play
quantitatif
Relay
3H
3S

2C
?

6-3-2-2, 3 spades
6-3-2-2, 3 hearts

3NT

All rest cuebids
4H/4S
To play
4NT
quantitatif
1NT
3D
3H

Relay
3S
3NT
4C

All rest cuebids
4H/4S
To play
4NT
quantitatif

6-3-2-2, 3 diamonds

2C
?

6-3-2-2, 3 spades
6-3-2-2, 3 hearts
6-3-2-2, 3 clubs

After interventions on 1NT
If Dbl is NOT punitif OR general strong looking for punitif system is on
If Dbl is punitif OR general srong looking for punitif see be low development
If oponent bids suit we play Rubensohl (see annex 6)
If oponents dbl is punitif or general strong looking for penalty
1NT
Pass
RDBL
All bids
1NT
?
2C/2D
2H
2S
3C
3D
1NT
RDBL
Pass
2C

DBL

?

Forcing partner to rdbl
Or minors or majors (often 4-4) IS WEAK BID
transfer to suit above
DBL

RDBL

Prefered suit if partner has minors
2H
I have majors please pass or correct
Natural forcing pass
Natural forcing pass
Natural forcing pass
Natural forcing pass
DBL

Pass
?

To play 1NT rdbl gives game, meant to penalize light penalty
points doubes from opponents
clubs and a major (often 4-4)
Pass
To play

2D
Natural forcing pass
2H
pass or correct to your major
2S
Natural forcing pass
Diamonds and a major (often 4-4)
Pass
To play
2H
pass or correct to your major
2S
Natural forcing pass

2D

1NT
?

DBL

Bids

Bidding the transfered suit to play
All deviation fronm transfer is natural and to play

Interventions on opp 1NT openings
If strong NT:

DBL 5minor 4 major
Multilandy

If weak NT

Good hand looking for penalty if partner has something
Multilandy

7-8

4 Diamonds

ANNEX 2: 2 CLUB MULTI OPENING
Meanings
1) 4+-4+ in the majors 5-10 points
2) NT openings 20/22 OR 25/26 OR 29/30 etc
3) 1 suiter 20-23 or 8 tricks
Bidding Developments
2C
2D

To play
5-5- Majors with 8-10
20-22
Semi forcing 1 suiter
25-26
27-28

NF less than 13 points (better spades)
Pass
2NT
3C/D/H/S
3NT
4NT

2NT

best suit
20-22
Semi forcing 1 suiter
25-26
29-30

NF less than 13 points (better hearts)
Pass
2S
2NT
3C/D/H/S
3NT
4NT

2S

?

No preference for majors and no game ambition if partner weak
2 H/S
2NT
3C/D/H/S
3NT
4NT

2H

-

To play
20-22
Semi forcing 1 suiter
25-26
29-30

Relay asking bid 14+
3C
3D
3H
3S
3NT

All hands with 5-7 points
4-4- with 8-10 points
5S and 4H with 8-10 points
5h and 4S with 8-10 points
Semiforcing minor or 20-22 NT

4C
4D
4H
4S
4NT
3C/3D
3H/3S
3 NT
4C/4D
4H/4S

5-5 with short clubs with 8-10 points
5-5 with short diamonds with 8-10 points
semi forcing hearts
semi forcing spades
25-26 NT

Forcing with good own suit (support with xxx or Hx)
Barage (with 5 card major)
To play
Splinter with 4-4 major
To play
2C
3C/3D

3D/H/S
4 level

-

stopper in suit looking for 3NT
cue bids with fit slem interest
2C
3H/3S

All bids

2D
?

-

2D

-

2NT

natural NF
2C
3C

3D

-

Are cue bids
2C
2H/2S

All bids

2D
?

Relay
3H
3S
3NT
4C
4D
4H
4S

4-4
4S-5H
5S-4H
5-5
5-5
5S-6H
6S-5H

short clubs
short diamonds

After interventions on 2 Club Opening
2C
Pass
RDBL

DBL

?

Proposal to play
Asks partner to bid his major if weak

2D/H/S
2NT
3C/3D
3H/3S
3NT
4H/4S

To play
Relay as per system
Strong forcing
To play
To play
To play
2C

DBL
Pass
2H/S
2NT
3C
3D
3H/3S
3NT
4C
4D
4H/4S

2H

?

Penalty
To play
Relay as per system
Natural NF
Ask for stopper to play 3 NT
To play
To play
Cue bids for slem trial (assumed it is spades for key card request later on)
To play

2C
DBL
2NT
3C/3D
3H
3S
3NT
4C/D/S
4H

?

Penalty
Pick your best major
To play
Relay as per system
Natural NF
Ask for stopper to play 3 NT
To play
To play
Strong suiter looking for 5
Slem trial
To play
2C

DBL
2S
2NT
3C/3D
3H
3S
3NT
4C/D/H
4S

2D

2S

?

Penalty
Relay as per system
Natural NF
To play
Ask for stopper to play 3 NT
To play
Cue bids for slem trial (assumed it is hearts for key card request later on)
To play

ANNEX 3: 2 DIAMOND MULTI OPENING
Meanings
1) 6 card major 5-10 points
2) NT openings 23/24 OR 27/28 OR 31/32 etc
3) Any game forcing hand excluding 2 suiter 5-5 upwards and 4441 or 5440
Bidding Developments
2D
2H

weak in spades
23-24 NT
game forcing normally 6 card unless 5-4-3-1
Weak in hearts
27-28 NT
Cue bid with heart trumph agreed
31-32 NT

Relay asking bid 14+
3C
3D
3H
3S
3NT
4 level

3C
3D
3H/3S

Weak hearts
Weak spades
23-24 NT
game forcing normally 6 card unless 5-4-3-1
27-28 NT
31-32 NT

Supports 3 H if parners is weak in hearts
Pass
2NT
3C/D/S
3H
3NT
4 level
4NT

2NT

?

Partner please pass or correct
Pass
2S
2NT
3C/D/H/S
3NT
4NT

2S

-

Minimum with hearts
Minimum with spades
Maximum with spades
Maximum with hearts
Any game forcing hand (in most cases it will lead to 7 NT)
Game forcing with strong closed one suiter : opening bid was done based
9-10 tricks NOT based on points

GF with good own club suit (support with xxx or Hx)
Asks partner to bid his major suit (is weak bid to play at 3 level
6 Card 15-17 inviattional to game

3 NT
4C
4D
4H/4S

To play
GF with good own DIAMOND suit (support with xxx or Hx)
Asks partner to bid his major suit
To play
2D
2S

2NT
3C/D/H
3S

-

Game trial in spades
Game trial for spades with the named side suit
To play (NOT INVITE)
2D
3C

3H
3S
4C/D
4H/4S

-

2NT
?

To play
5+ card spade GF
Cuebids for hearts
To play
2D
3D

3H
3S
4C/D
4H/4S

2H
?

-

2NT
?

5+ card hearts GF
To play
Cuebids for spades
To play

After interventions on 2 Diamond Opening
2D
Pass
RDBL
2H/2S
2NT
3C
3D
3H/3S
3 NT
4C
4D
4H/4S

?

Proposal to play
Asks partner to bid his major if weak
To play
Relay asking bid 14+ as per system
GF with good own club suit (support with xxx or Hx)
Asks partner to bid his major suit (is weak bid to play at 3 level
6 Card 15-17 inviattional to game
To play
GF with good own DIAMOND suit (support with xxx or Hx)
Asks partner to bid his major suit
To play
2D

DBL

DBL

2H/2S

Pass or correct

?

Rest

Natural
2D

DBL
Rest

3C

?

Penalty
To play
Partner please pass or correct
Pass or correct to 4H
To play
Partner please bid your suit
To play
2D

DBL
3H
3SP
3NT
4D
4C/4H/4S

?

Penalty
Natural
2D

DBL
3D
3H
3SP
3NT
4C
4D/4H/4S

3H/3S

3D

?

Penalty
Partner please pass or correct
Pass or correct to 4H
To play
Partner please bid your suit
To play

ANNEX 4: 2 HEARTS AND 2 SPADES MUIDERBERG OPENINGS
Meanings
1) 5 card in the named major and 4+ in a minor with 5-10 points
Bidding Developments
2H/2S
Pass

To play

2S

NF

2NT

Relay GF
3C
3D
3H
3S
3NT
4C/D

3C
3D
3H/3S
3S/3H
3 NT
4H/4S

4 clubs
4 diamonds
5 clubs
5 diamonds
4-4 in the minors
6 card in the minor

-

3D

minimum hand
cue bid
Good opening suit but no cue bid
2H/2S
3C

3D

?

Pass or correct
Inviting to play in partners major
To play
Inviting for the other major (6 card 15-17)
To play
To play
2H/2S
?

3H/S
Other suit
3NT

-

-

2NT
?

Relay
3H/3S
3S/3H
3NT

5-4-2-2
5-4-3-1 (single in this major)
5-4-3-1 (single in thie other minor)

2H/2S
3D
3H

-

2NT
?

Relay asking bid 14+ as per system
3S
3 NT
4C

5-4-3-1 (single in the other major)
5-4-2-2
Single in the other minor

After interventions on 2 Diamond Opening
2H/2S
Pass
RDBL
Rest

?

3C

?

Penalty
Inviting for 4 in the major of opener
To play
forcing 5+ card
To play
slem trIal
To play
2H/2S

DBL
3H/3S
3S/3H
3NT
4D
Other 4 level

2S

Penalty
System on
2H/2S

DBL
3D
3H/3S
3S/3H
3NT
4C
Other 4 level

?

Nothing to add
13+ good hand is looking for penalty doubling the opponents
System on
2H

DBL
Rest

DBL

Penalty
To play
forcing 5+ card
To play
slem trIal
To play

3D

?

Annex 5: 3 Way transfer openings and jump interventions (Peeters’
convention)
Basic Logic
When opening 2NT until 3 you have one of the following 4 options:
1) Weak 7 card in suit above (e.g 2NT for 7 card )
2) 16-19 points with two 5+ suits of which first 5 card is in suit above the bidding, this when second
suit is higher than the first suit. (E.g. 3 for 5+ and 5+ other suit except  (as would be lower
second suit)
3) 20+ points with 5+ suits of which first 5 card is in suit above the bidding, this when second suit is
lower than the first suit. (E.g. 3D for 5+ and 5+ other suit except  (as would be higher second suit)
4) 20+ points with 4441 distribution with single in bid suit (e.g 3 for 4441 with single , please note
that 2NT opening would be 4441 with single 
When playing the system in defense all strong hand points are decreased by 4 to 5 points e.g 16-19
becomes (11)12-15 points
Attitude of responder on this openings (same if bid was done as jump intervention)
Responder acts as if partner bids weak 7 card option. Meaning:
1) corrects to 1 up suit if he has no ohter ambition than to play this 7 card on 3 level (e.g. 3  after
2NT bid of partner)
2) Bids partners suit on higher level if wants to play this suit on higher level if P has weak hand. (e.g.
bids 4 after 3 of partner with 3 card  and weak as you would do on normal 3  weak opening
3) Bids new suit natural forcing other than other than partner’s suit with strong hand as you would
do on normal 3 weak opening (e.g 3 after 3 bid of partner with 5+ card and strong, 3NT bid to play,
etc.)
Second Bid of opener (same if you did the first bid as jump intervention)
Logic is natural but see below for full overview.
A) In Case partner corrected to your suit (e.g 3/4/5 after your 3  bid):
1) Pass when you have weak 7 card
2) Bid second suit in case you have 5-5 (if second suit is higher than first you have 16-19. (e.g 1) you
open 3D partner bids 3H you now bid 3S you have 5+H and 5+ with 16-19 2) you open 3 partner
bids 3 you bid 4 you have 5+ and 5+ with 20+.
3) You bid 3NT with the 4441 20+ point hand in which case partner can decide on final suit and level.
4) If partner corrected your suit on 4 level or above and you are not weak correct to game level in
this suit in case necessary (e.g after 4 no need to correct after 4  need to correct to 5 ). Except
when you have 4441 you can still decide to bid first available NT, depends on hand and feeling of the
table.
B) In case partner bids other suit
Same as above with the following two exceptions:
1) You bid his suit on game level if you have 3+ card
2) You bid your 7 card when weak and no 3+ card in partners hand. (e.g. 3 opening, 3 bid of
partner, 4 bid of yourself with 7 card  weak and no 3+ card  as you would have done with normal
weak 3 opening followed by partner’s 3)

C) Partner bids 3NT
You pass with weak 7 card or bid as per case A
2 small changes needed to base system
- 2CL opening has now the NT version of 20-22 when opener rebids 2NT (no longer 22-23 as 2 NT not
available)
- 2 D opening has now NT version of 23-24 instead of 24-25
As this are very minor changes with no risk on losing precision it should have zero negative impact
Advantages of the system
1) In case of weak 7 card the hand that plays is the unknown hand not the 7-card holder. Often
better for lead and always much harder for defense to play as dummy will not learn them much new
info
2) All 16+ 5+/5+ hands are typically A) hard to bid exact in basic system B) often has opponents
equally which distributional hands that they can bid on 1/2 level often leading to high defenses . But
with this system it will most of the time lead to silent opponents as 3-level bids of opponents are far
more risky for them
3) Strong 20+ 4441 hands are almost unbidable in standard system
4) JUmp bids of opener are never 5-5 hands but only 5+/4 hands e.g. 1 opening, 1NT of parter and
3 rebid is always 5+ but only 4 card  and off couse strong as any jump bidhas always been.
5) If done as intervention you have on top of the above much more precision on 2-suiter hands.
PLEASE NOTE that 2 level 2 suit intervention bids are still on but now clearly below opening value
(e.g. Opponents opening 1CL/1D you intervene 2D it is still 5+/5+  and  but with less than opening
an 1H/1S you intervene 2H/2S with other major and minor 5-5 with less than an opening)
6) As opps have no clarity after opening/intervention if you are strong/weak you can often already be
on 4/5 level level with weak hands that go well together before they can come into the bidding

Annex 6: Namyats
Aberturas em 4 e 4♦
O objetivo é o de destrinçar as mãos, com um unicolor de pelo menos sete
cartas em rico, destrutivas das construtivas, usando estas aberturas em 4 e
4♦ para o efeito construtivo, prescindindo do significado natural dessas
vozes. Em traços gerais, as aberturas em Namyats prometem sempre um
naipe sólido, ou semi - sólido com uma figura grande lateral ao unicolor.
As aberturas diretas prometem apenas comprimento, 7/8/9 cartas do naipe
de abertura, não sólido, e nada por fora.
Exemplos:
Com: ♠2 ♥AKJ107632 ♦96 J7
A abertura será sempre em 4♥, o naipe não é fechado nem existe uma
figura lateral
Com: ♠2 ♥AKJ10762 ♦K64 82
A abertura já será de 4, o número de vazas é sensivelmente o mesmo, mas
a figura lateral torna a mão mais construtiva e menos ofensiva.
Com: ♠AKQJ984 ♥62 ♦3 942
Temos uma abertura típica em 4♦

Desenvolvimentos
4

Respostas

4♦ = “Eu controlo ouros, tens algum outro controlo para além
deste naipe?”
4♥ = Para jogar
4♠ = “Controlo espadas, mas não controlo ouros.”
4ST = Blackwood de cinco chaves
5 = Josephine (para saber se o naipe é ou não fechado e, o
número de cartas) → 5♦ = 7 cartas e não fechado, 5♥ = 8+cartas e não
fechado, 5♠ = 7 cartas e fechado, 5ST = 8 cartas e fechado, 6 = 9 cartas e
fechado…
João Fanha – Pedro Morbey DEZ-2016
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4♦

Respostas

4♥ = “Eu controlo copas, tens algum outro controlo para além
deste naipe?”
4♠ = Para jogar
4ST = Blackwood de cinco chaves
5 = “Controlo paus, mas não controlo copas.”
5♦ = Josephine (para saber se o naipe é ou não fechado e, o
número de cartas) → 5♥ = 7 crts e não fechado, 5♠ = 8+crts e não fechado,
5 ST = 7 crts e fechado, 6 = 8 crts e fechado, 6♦ = 9 crts e fechado…

João Fanha – Pedro Morbey DEZ-2016
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Annex 7: Rubensohl over 1NT interventions and 2 weak openings

Rubensohl over interventions on our 1NT opening
1NT – (2x)– ??

dbl : penalty
2 /
: to play
2NT: Transfer to club weak or strong OR any weak other suit that
will be bid in next round
3X: IF transfer to opponent’s suit -> asks for four card major
OTHERWISE transfer to suit above at least invitational
3
: transfer to 3NT -> game values but no major suit and no
stopper in opponent’s suit
3NT : to play
Unlike Lebensohl, the partner of the 1NT opener can indicate his long suit at
the first bid; this can be advantageous in competitive auctions.
The same transfer schedule can also be used following a conventional
overcall over 1NT as long as this overcall indicates an anchor suit. For
instance: following an Asptro 2

overcall (showing

over partner’s 1NT opening, the bids 2NT, 3
the next strain, whilst 3

and 3

and another suit)
would be transfers to

would be an asking bid.

Rubensohl over opps 2 weak openings
(2X weak suit) – dbl – (pass) – ??

pass = penalty
2Y : to play
2NT: Transfer to club weak or strong OR any weak other suit that
will be bid in next round
3X: IF transfer to opponent’s suit -> asks for four card major
OTHERWISE transfer to suit above at least invitational
3
: transfer to 3NT -> game values but no major suit and no
stopper in opponent’s suit
3NT : to play

Annex 9: Defense against 2♦ MULTICOLOR

Depois de 2♦ ? (overcaller)
Dobre = 12 a 17, com 5+♥ ou 5+♠, ou 18+
2♥ = 16-18 balançados, NF
2♠= 12-17, 6+ou 6+♦, F1R (can be 5 card)
2ST = +♦, fraco ou forte, F1R
3 = 6-11, 6+
3♦ = 6-11, 6+♦
3♥ = 14-17, 6+♥, NF
3♠ = 14-17, 6+♠, NF
3ST = +♦, intermédio, F1R
4 =  + 1 rico
4♦ =  + 1 rico

Depois de (2♦) - X – (P) - ?
O advancer responde como se estivesse a responder a uma abertura
do parceiro em 2♦ multicolor.
Passe= 4+♦
2♥♠ = Passe ou corrige
2ST = Transfer para 
3 = Relay construtivo, F1R (any hand , X will bid suit in transfer)
3♦ = Convite a partida no rico do parceiro
3♥ = Passe ou corrige (tal como a responder ao Multi)
3♠ = Pede para marcar 3ST
3ST = Para jogar

Depois de (2♦) - X – (2♥♠) - ? O dobre do advancer é takeout.

Fanha 2016
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Depois de (2♦) - 2♥ – (P/X) - ?
Passe = Para jogar
2♠= Pede para marcar 2ST (para passar ou para seguir com Muppet e
transfers)
2ST= Unicolor menor, fraco ou forte (obriga a 3)
3= Bicolor menor fraco
3♦= Bicolor rico, 5♥ e 4♠ (com o inverso vai-se via Muppet)
3♥= Bicolor menor e curto a ♥
3♠= Bicolor menor e curto a ♠
3ST = “Jogo eu 3ST”

Depois de (2♦) - 2♠ – (P/X) - ?
2ST= Relay construtivo, F1R → overcaller marca o seu naipe
mínimo, máximo marca o naipe rico respetivo (3♥=, 3♠=♦)
3= S.O., pede ao overcaller para passar ou corrigir se o naipe for ♦
3♦= Transfer com 6+♥, convite ou +
3♥= Transfer com 6+♠, convite ou +
3♠ = Convite a 3ST, mas sem qualquer paragem nos ricos
3ST = Para jogar

Depois de (2♦) – P – (2♥) - ?
Dobre = De chamada com 12+
2♠= Natural, 5+♠ 12-15
2ST = 16 a 18 bal →parceiro responde (Muppet) Stayman e transfers
3 = 14-17, 6+
3♦ = 14-17, 6+♦
3♥ = 14-17, 6+♥
3♠ = 14-17, 6+♠
3ST = Para jogar, normalmente baseado num menor comprido
4 = ♦ + ♠
4♦ = + ♠
Com um bicolor menor e copas deve-se começar por passar para na volta
seguinte, se o abridor corrigir para espadas, marcar então 4 ou 4♦

Fanha 2016
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Depois de (2♦) – P – (2♥) - P - (P) - ?
Dobre = De chamada com 10+ (curto a ♥)
2♠= Natural, 5+♠ 9-11
2ST = Bicolor menor, 4+-4+
3 = 5+ + 4♠
3♦ = 5+♦ + 4♠

Depois de (2♦) – P – (2♠) - P - (P) - ?
Dobre = De chamada com 10+ (curto a ♠)
2ST = Bicolor qualquer (sem espadas)
3 = 5+ + 4♥
3♦ = 5+♦ + 4♥
3♥ = 10-11, 5+♥

Depois de (2♦) - P – (3♥♠) - ? O dobre promete um rico qualquer com
4/5 cartas, e pelo menos uma boa abertura

Fanha 2016
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Annex 10: Relay 2♠ GF after opener repeats hearts
1♥ – 1♠
2♥ - 3♣
This auction is difficult for 2 reasons:
1. Since 3♣ doesn't really promise clubs, often opener will have a hard time
judging when to raise that suit.
2. Since 3♣ is wide-ranging in terms of strength and distribution, often
responder will have difficulty finding out the information he needs at a
convenient level.
The convention that we are presenting (it doesn't have a name) makes life
much easier. Using this convention, 3♣ in the previous sequence guarantees 5
clubs. This makes it easier for opener to know when to raise clubs, solving the
first problem above.
When responder has at least game forcing values, but needs more
information in order to select the best contract, he rebids 2♠ as an artificial
game force.

1♥ – 1♠
2♥ - 2♠
Most conventions, including this one, have the downside of eliminating a
useful natural bid. The good news is that there are few reasons why
responder is unlikely to need a natural 2♠ rebid in this auction:
1. 2♥ will usually be just as good a partscore contract as 2♠
2. Responder can sometimes stretch to invite with 3♠
3. If the partnership is willing to use an immediate 2♠ response to 1♥ as a
weak jump shift, responder needs a natural 2♠ rebid even less often.
Still, there is a downside to this convention. Hopefully, when you read the rest
of the details, you will agree that the upside is much larger, especially at IMP
scoring, where it is acceptable to give up accuracy at the partscore level in
order to gain accuracy at the game and slam levels.
Opener continues after the 2♠ artificial game force by describing his
distribution. Several of opener's possible bids use the transfer principle, so

that responder can set the trump suit at the lowest possible level. For
example:

1♥ – 1♠
2♥ - 2♠
2NT
Opener rebids 2NT to show side 4-card club suit (and obviously a hand that
was not well-suited for a 2♣ rebid).
After 2NT, responder has the following options:






Bid 3♣ to show 4 card support
Bid 3♥ as a slam try in hearts
Bid 3♦ to ask for a diamond stopper to play 3NT
Bid 3♠ to suggest spade as trump
Signoff in any game contract

Similarly, when opener has 4-card diamond suit, he rebids 3♣.

1♥ – 1♠
2♥ - 2♠
3♣

After 3♣, responder has the following options:





Bid 3♦ to show 4-card support
Bid 3♥ as a slam try in hearts
Bid 3♠ to suggest spades as trump
Signoff in any game contract

The 3♦ response to responder's 2♠ artificial game force can be said to mean
"none of the above (or below)". This is the bid that opener makes when his
hand is not suitable for any other response. 3♦ denies a 4-card minor (opener
would bid either 2nt or 3♣ if he had a 4-card minor). As you will also see, 3♦
denies both 3-card spade support or 7 (or more) hearts.

1♥ – 1♠
2♥ - 2♠
3♦
After 3♦, responder has the following options:





Bid 3♥ as a slam try in hearts
Bid 3♠ to suggest spades as trump
Signoff in any game contract

Some people might find it easier to remember the meaning of 3♦ as showing
either 1633, 2632, or 2623 distribution.
Opener bids 3♥ (think "transfer" again) if he has 3-card spade support and
judged not to raise to 2♠ on the second round of bidding.

1♥ – 1♠
2♥ - 2♠
3♥

After 3♥, responder has the following options:




Bid 3♠ as a slam try in spades
Cuebid at the 4-level to make a slam try in hearts
Signoff in any game contract

As you have probably realized, the bids just described allow opener to show
any distribution that he could have with a 6-card heart suit. If opener has 7 (or
more) hearts, he bids as follows:




3♠, 4♣ and 4♦ show 7 (or more) hearts and a singleton in the suit bid
3NT shows 2722 distribution with a maximum 2♥ rebid
4♥ shows a 2722 distribution with a minimum 2♥ rebid

After any of these sequences responder can:




Sign off in 4 of either major
Bid a minor as a cuebid in support of hearts
Bid 4NT as Roman Keycard Blackwood (RKCB) for hearts

To summarize, in the following auction 2♠ is an artificial game force. If instead
responder had rebid 3♣ or 3♦, he would suggest 5 cards in the suit bid (and
game forcing values).

1♥ – 1♠
2♥ - 2♠
?
Opener responds as follows:








2NT shows a 4-card club suit
3♣ shows a 4-card diamond suit
3♦ shows "none of the above (or below)" - either 1633, 2623, or 2632
distribution
3♥ shows 3-card spade support
3♠, 4♣ and 4♦ show 7 (or more) hearts and a singleton in the suit bid
3NT shows 2722 distribution with a maximum 2♥ rebid
4♥ shows 2722 distribution with a minimum 2♥ rebid
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Inverted Minors: 1m-2m Now What?
Steve Weinstein and Adam Parrish March 9, 2014
Now What?
Steve previously covered what to do after an auction starts 1m-1M; now he's recruited Adam (to
the delight of the Bridge Winners editorial staff, who no longer have to translate Steve's gibberish
into English) to examine how to continue after an Inverted Minor Raise.
Most of the bridge world now plays 1m-2m as a game-invitational+ raise denying a four-card
major. But what should happen next? What do opener's bids of 2M, 2NT, 3m, 3om (3 of the other
minor), 3M, and 3NT mean?
There are several important goals in Inverted Minor auctions. These include:
Stopping in 3m when opener has a minimum and responder only a game-invitation.
Getting to 3NT from the right side.
Avoiding bad 3NT contracts (where the opponents are running five fast tricks).
Getting to good slams (usually involves identifying working shortness).
Most of the time we end up playing these hands in either 3NT or 3m, but 5m and 6m are also
live possibilities. 4m and 4M in a 4-3 fit are also options when 3NT looks bad and 5m doesn’t
look promising.
So we want to build our structure around getting to 3NT from the correct side, while giving
ourselves tools to avoid bad 3NT contracts; in the process this can help us identify some good
slams or 4-3 major-suit fits. There are several variations out there that can accomplish this. The
scheme that Steve plays with Bobby Levin is mostly natural and works well, so it should be
something many partnerships could add to their system pretty easily.
1m - 2m
An Inverted Minor Raise is invitational or better, denying a four-card major, usually with 5+ card
support (though occasionally you have to do it with only four). An Inverted Minor Raise creates a
force through 3m — you cannot stop in 2NT. 2NT is never a particularly desirable contract, even
at matchpoints, so we don't go out of our way to play there. In fact, Steve dislikes playing 2NT so
much that he and Bobby don’t have a response to a 1m opening bid that shows an invitational
balanced hand. An Inverted Minor Raise could include an invitational 5332 with a five-card fit,
since no one really likes bidding 1NT with five-card support, and the likely nine-card fit isn't
worried about playing at the three-level. But with other balanced invitational hands without a
four-card major you can just bid 1NT. When you upgrade most of your good 14s to 1NT
openings, you don't really have to worry about missing a game when responder has an 11 count
and opener has a weak NT. This allows you to use 1m-2NT as game-forcing.

Here are a few hands that would make an Inverted Minor Raise of a 1♦ opening:
https://bridgewinners.com/article/print/1m-2m-now-what/
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♠ Kxx ♥ Axx ♦ AQxxx ♣ xx
♠ x ♥ KQx ♦ KJxxxx ♣ Kxxx
♠ Qx ♥ Kxx ♦ KQxxx ♣ Jxx
♠ AKx ♥ xx ♦ AKxx ♣ AQxx
And here are a few that shouldn't:

♠ Kxxx ♥ Kx ♦ Qxxxx ♣ Ax An Inverted Minor Raise denies a four-card major; bid 1♠
♠ x ♥ AQx ♦ KQxxx ♣ AJxx This hand is strong enough to make a splinter raise of 3♠. An
immediate splinter over a 1m opening should show 15+ HCP.

♠ Kxx ♥ Qxx ♦ AJxx ♣ xxx With such balanced shape and only four-card support, just bid 1NT.
♠ QJx ♥ xx ♦ KJxxx ♣ Qxx This hand isn't strong enough for 2♦ and too strong for a preemptive
3♦. If you have a Mixed Raise available (see Steve's article on Mixed Raises), this would be
perfect; if not, you have to bid 1NT.
Opener's rebid after the raise to 2m
There are two ranges of balanced hands opener can have: too weak for 1NT or too strong for
1NT. Steve and Bobby play 1NT as 14+-17, so these ranges are 12-14- and 18-19. There's no
need to worry too much about distinguishing these ranges immediately: 2NT shows a balanced
hand that has stoppers in the unbid suits (at most one partial stop), with at least a decent
minimum or 18-19. If responder has an invitational hand, he bids 3m; opener passes with a
minimum weak notrump or bids 3NT with a maximum weak notrump or the 18-19 hand. If
responder raises 2NT to game, showing an excellent invite or a full opening hand, opener can
safely reraise to 4NT with the 18-19 hand. With a more suit-oriented hand — including hands
with good trumps — he can bid 4m instead; we have found it useful to define the reraise to 4NT
as showing bad trumps, which can help responder’s decision of whether to accept the slam
invitation.
There is a 3NT rebid available to show some balanced hand. Since it takes up so much space,
this bid should be both descriptive and unlikely to excite partner. Our suggestion is to play it as a
balanced 18-count with three cards in the minor — the worst possible hand in the “good hand”
category.
The weakest thing opener can do is to rebid 3m. This could be a minimum balanced hand (with
as few as three trumps) or a minimum unbalanced hand (with at most 4 trumps). It does not
deny major-suit stoppers; it just expresses minimum values. Responder continues on with an
opening hand; his new suit bid shows values in that suit, aiming toward 3NT.
With a decent minimum or better that does not have the stoppers to bid 2NT, opener can bid a
new suit at the two-level. This does not promise any particular length, just values in the suit. It
implies either an unbalanced hand or a hand that does not want to declare a notrump contract.
We generally bid these up the line, but if we’re unbalanced and strong enough to force to the
four-level opposite an invite, we bid our longer suit first, planning to bid out our shape. If
responder bids 2NT and opener continues with a third suit at his next call it is natural, showing a
decent unbalanced minimum with shortness in the unbid fourth suit. (For example, 1♦-2♦;
2♥-2NT; 3♠ would show club shortness, probably 3=4=5=1 or 4=4=4=1.) If opener rebids his
second suit after a 2NT rebid, it shows 5=6. (Such as 1♣-2♣; 2♥-2NT; 3♥); in other auctions
https://bridgewinners.com/article/print/1m-2m-now-what/
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opener can get stuck for a bid and need to rebid his second suit without 5. We play that 3♣ is
natural after 1♦-2♦ but does not force to game; opener can still pass a 3♦ rebid by responder.

Here are a few example hands. What should opener do after his 1♣ opening is raised to 2♣?
1) ♠ QJx ♥ Axxx ♦ KJx ♣ Jxx
2) ♠ AQ ♥ KJx ♦ Qxx ♣ Jxxxx
3) ♠ xx ♥ QJxx ♦ AJx ♣ KQxx
4) ♠ KQxx ♥ Kxx ♦ x ♣ AJxxx
5) ♠ KQx ♥ AJxx ♦ Qx ♣ AQxx
6) ♠ KQJx ♥ Kxx ♦ AJx ♣ Axx

1) 3♣. This shows a dead minimum. Not 2NT, even though you have every suit stopped. Don't
worry about your poor club suit; partner knew three clubs was a possibility when he raised you.
The most important information you can convey is that you are a dead minimum.
2) 2NT. You have a non-minimum balanced hand with lots of tenaces to protect.
3) 2♦. Although your hand is non-minimum, you don't want to rush to bid notrump with xx in
spades. Bid your stoppers up the line.
4) 2♠. With an unbalanced hand that's strong enough to force past 3m, bid your longer suit first.
If partner cooperates and bids 2NT, you'll bid 3♥, pinpointing your diamond shortness.
5) 2NT. WIth 18-19 balanced and tenaces in every suit, start with 2NT. You're in a force, so
showing extra strength comes later.
6) 3NT. Shows a balanced hand with 18 HCP and three clubs, exactly what you have.

Splinters
Identifying shortness is essential in Inverted Minor auctions. Sometimes it will get you to good
slams when partner has little or no wastage. Sometimes it will put the brakes on your slam
exploration and let you stop in 3NT when partner has too much opposite your shortness.
Sometimes it will keep you out of a bad 3NT when partner has your short suit inadequately
stopped and let you find a good 4M or 5m alternative.
Opener can splinter with a jump at the three-level after 1m-2m (or to 4♣ after 1♦-2♦). This shows
extras (it forces to game opposite responder's presumed invite, so around 15+). With a weaker
hand with shortness, opener starts by bidding naturally at the two-level; if responder shows a GF,
opener will usually be able to bid a fragment naturally, implying shortness in the fourth suit (as
above).
https://bridgewinners.com/article/print/1m-2m-now-what/
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Responder can splinter via a jump after opener's two-level new-suit rebid. (Ex: 1♦-2♦; 2♥-4♣ or
1♣-2♣; 2♥-4♥). If opener rebids 2NT, responder's non-jump rebid of 3M shows shortness (Ex:
1♣-2♣; 2NT-3♠). Steve and Bobby play 3om in this sequence as either shortness or an artificial
slam try (with a relay structure to sort this out).
1m-3M directly is also a splinter, but promises extra values (15+). So when responder makes an
Inverted Minor Raise and then shows shortness, it is usually less than 15 HCP.

Here are some hands for opener after 1♦-2♦:

♠ x ♥AJxx ♦ KQxxx ♣ AQx Textbook 3♠ bid.
♠ Qxxx ♥ x ♦ AQxx ♣ KQJx Not strong enough for 3♥. Bid 2♠, and if responder bids 2NT you
can bid 3♣, revealing heart shortness but <15 HCP.
♠ Ax ♥ KQJx ♦ AKxxxx ♣ x Bid 4♣. Because this bypasses 3NT, it shows pretty serious slam
interest.

Here are a few hands for responder after 1♣-2♣; 2NT:

♠ KJx ♥ x ♦ AJx ♣ Kxxxxx Textbook 3♥ bid.
♠ x ♥ QJx ♦ KQxx ♣ Qxxxx Not strong enough for 3♠; bid 3♣ to show your invitational hand.
♠ x ♥ Axx ♦ AQxx ♣ KQJxx Trick question! You should have splintered immediately with 3♠.

Finding 4-3 Major Fits
Responder's 2m raise denies a four-card major, but 4M is still a possible contract, especially
when we determine that 3NT looks flawed. Responder can suggest a 4-3 fit by raising opener's
major after 1m-2m; 2M. One rule we suggest is that after 1m-2m; 2M, we can play in 4M if either
partner suggests a 4-3 fit, so 4M cannot be used as an artificial bid (such as a keycard ask or
control bid) if it is a potential contract.

A couple of example auctions (mouse over the alerts to see explanations):

W N E S
1♣ P 2♣
P 2♥ P 3♥
P 4♥
4♥ is an offer to play.
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W N
1♦
P 2♠
P 3♣
P 4♠

https://bridgewinners.com/article/print/1m-2m-now-what/

E S
P 2♦
P 2NT
P 3♠

4♠ is still an offer to play even though the raise came one round later.

W N
1♦
P 2♥
P 3♠

E S
P 2♦
P 2NT
P 4♥

4♥ is an offer to play.

Keycard
Steve and Bobby's general agreement is to play Kickback in the minors (4m+1 is
the keycard ask). Any form of Kickback requires a lot of discussion, so we don’t recommend it for
a casual partnership. Using 4m as the keycard ask gives you a little more room, but in too many
auctions you need 4m as a natural slam try. However, jumps to 4m in Inverted Minor auctions
make sense as Keycard: we’ve already set trumps, and because we’re jumping we surely had
another way to make a slam try. So our agreement is that after an Inverted Minor raise, a jump to
4m is keycard — including in competition. Once the auction gets past 3m and we cannot jump to
4m, we revert to our Kickback agreements, with the proviso noted above that after 1m-2m-2M,
we can always play in 4M, so 4♥ cannot be RKCB after 1♦-2♦; 2♥-3♥; 4♠ is RKCB.
If a jump to 4m would be Keycard, a jump to 4M is Exclusion. This includes direct jumps by
opener after the Inverted Minor Raise (eg 1♣-2♣; 4♥) or jumps by responder after a 2NT rebid
(eg 1♦-2♦; 2NT-4♠). Another way to think of this is that if 3M would show shortness and 4m
would be Keycard, then 4M is Exclusion.

A couple of example auctions:

W N E S
1♣ P 2♣
P 4♣
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W N E S
1♦ P 2♦
P 2NT P 4♦

Both of these final bids are RKCB because they are jumps to 4 of the agreed minor.

W N E S
1♦ P 2♦
P 3♠ P 4♦

Over 3♠, 4♦ is not a jump, so it's simply a general slam try without a club control (else bid 4♣).
4♥ by either player would be keycard.

W N E S
1♣ P 2♣
P 2NT P 4♠

3♠ would be shortness, so 4♠ would be Exclusion Keycard Blackwood.
Handling Interference
First things first, you need to know when your Inverted Minor raises are on, and when you revert
to Standard raises (where 2m is less than invitational). Steve and Bobby's agreement is pretty
normal: Inverted Minors are ON by a passed hand (obviously exactly invitational, rather than
invitational+), and OFF in competition (meaning if second hand overcalls or doubles). So the
only competitive agreements we need are when fourth hand enters the auction after 1m-P-2m.
It’s good to have a few general agreements. Steve and Bobby use Fast Arrival as the default
principle in competitive situations. It’s not necessarily best, but it’s simple and can be applied
universally, which leads to fewer misunderstandings. Applying it to Inverted Minor auctions, 3m
is always the weakest action, and pass shows some life with nothing particular to say. 2NT is
forcing just like it would be in an uncontested auction, but because pass is a possibility, you have
to have a reason for bidding 2NT. A new suit shows values there and a reasonable hand, as
before.
Doubles and redoubles don’t lend themselves as well to general rules. Here are some specific
agreements that we have found useful.
If they bid 3♦ or 3♥: Double by opener is shortness. Double by responder is 3+ in their suit
(exactly 3 if 3♥), willing to defend.
If they bid 3♠: Double is Thrump (i.e., bid 3NT with a stopper, otherwise answer as if partner had
made a takeout double) by either partner.
If they make a takeout double: Redouble shows extras and suggests doubling for penalty.
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If they bid at the two-level: When responder is not a passed hand, we are in a force through 3m,
so passes are forcing and doubles by either partner are penalty. When responder is a passed
hand, we are not in a force (opener could have passed 2m), so double is takeout by responder
and shows general extras by opener. When we are in a force, bidding a new suit is natural, but
shows an offensive hand, since we could make a forcing pass with extras but less direction.

Here's a few example hands for opener after 1♣-2♣:

♠ Kx ♥ KQxx ♦ Jxx ♣ QJxx
This is a dead minimum, so if RHO doubles or bids at the two-level, you should bid 3♣, your
weakest action. If RHO bids above 3♣, pass.

♠ KQxx ♥ x ♦ Axx ♣ KQxxx
Over 2♦ or 2♥, bid 2♠. Double a 2♠ overcall for penalty. Double a 3♥ bid to show shortness.

♠ Qxx ♥ AQxx ♦ KQx ♣ KQx
If RHO doubles 2♣, redouble to show extras. After a two-level overcall, double for penalty. After
any three-level overcall, bid 3NT to play.
Summary
That's the Inverted Minor system that Steve plays with Bobby. There's not a lot of artificiality or
complicated agreements. The really important aspects are knowing the strength expected for
every bid and the level of force it creates. Below is a summary of the key points and a complete
system outline.
Key points:
1m - 2m is forcing to 3m by an unpassed hand
With a dead minimum, reraise to 3m immediately, showing a hand that would reject a
game invite. This could still be 3 trump. Exception: do not reraise to 3m with a dead
containing 5 trump and shortness.
With all non-minimum balanced hands suitable for notrump declarership, opener
rebids 2NT immediately. A jump to 3NT is rare and shows 18 HCP with 3 trumps.
With extras (15+ HCP) and a singleton, opener should splinter (e.g. 1♣ - 2♣; 3♠).
Otherwise, bid your side-suit concentration (up-the-line if weak). You could be
balanced or unbalanced for this call -- if unbalanced, you may bid the third suit later to show
shortness in the fourth suit.
Direct splinter by responder promises 5+-card support and extras (15+ HCP). A weaker
splinter raises first and shows the shortness on round 2 if opener denies a minimum.

System outline
1m - 2m = 5+-card support (sometimes 4), no 4-card major, game-invitational+, forcing to 3m by
UPH, to 2m by PH
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3m = dead minimum. could have only 3 trumps, but won't have 5 trumps and shortness.
3M = values, ostensibly looking for 3NT
2NT = balanced, wants to declare notrump (no worthless doubletons), at least decent
minimum; could still be 18-19 HCP
3m = game-invitational, non-forcing
3om = shortness [at most 14 HCP] or artificial slam try (relay to find out)
3M = shortness [at most 14 HCP]
3NT = to play
4m = 18-19 HCP, good trumps / suit-oriented
4NT = 18-19 HCP, bad trumps / notrump-oriented
3NT = balanced, 18 HCP, exactly 3 trumps
single jump in a new suit = game-forcing (15+ HCP) splinter
new suit = values in the suit, either unbalanced, or balanced with a flaw for notrump
2NT = both unbid suits stopped
new suit = values in the suit, implied fourth suit is unstopped
3m = game-invitational, non-forcing, no stopper to bid below 3m
jump shift = splinter [at most 14 HCP]
raise to 3M = suggests playing in a 4-3 fit
4m = RKCB for m
4M = Exclusion Keycard Blackwood (void in M)
1m - 3M = splinter, at least 5-card support with 15+ HCP

In competition after the raise (system is OFF if 2nd hand interferes):
1m - 2m (Dbl)
Redouble = extras, trains the guns [all doubles are penalty]
System on as if they had passed, but you can now pass to show a reasonable hand.
1m - 2m (3♦ or 3♥)
Double by opener = shortness
Double by responder = length, willing to defend
1m - 2m (3♠)
Double = Thrump (bid 3NT if you have a stopper, else bid naturally)
1m - 2m (other calls below 3m)
If responder is unpassed, we are in a force to 3m, so Double = penalty, bidding =
natural, offensively oriented
If responder is passed, we are not in a force, so Double by opener = extras, Double by
responder = takeout
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Other general agreements:
After a 4-3 fit in a major is suggested, 4M is always an attempt to play, never keycard or
a control bid.
All jumps to 4 of the agreed minor by either partner are keycard for that minor, and
other jumps are splinters.
When a jump to 4m is keycard, and 3M shows shortness, then a jump to 4M is
Exclusion Keycard Blackwood for that suit.
In competition, fast arrival = bidding to the level of the force shows the weakest possible
hand.
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Annex 12: MINI-LEBENSHOL
Após (1♥) – Dobre – (Passo), tendo ♠
0-4H

1♠ (3+ cartas)

5–7H

1ST e, depois, 2♠ (4/5 cartas)

8 – 10 H

2♠ = 4 cartas
3♠ = 5 cartas

11+H

2♥ = pergunta por defesa a ♥ (talvez tenha 4 cartas ♠)
1ST e, depois, 2♥ = 4 cartas ♠, com defesa a ♥
1ST e, depois, 3♠ 5 cartas ♠ com defesa a ♥
1ST e, depois, 3♥ 5 cartas ♠ sem defesa a ♥

Após (1♠) – Dobre – (Passo), tendo ♥
0 – 7- H

1ST e, depois, 2♥ (4/5 cartas)

7–9H

2♥ = 4 cartas

8 – 10 H

3♥ = 5 cartas

11+ H 2♠ = pergunta defesa a ♠ (talvez tenha 4 cartas ♥)
1ST e, depois, 2♠ = 4 cartas ♥, com defesa a ♠
1ST e, depois, 3♥ = 5 cartas ♥, com defesa a ♠
1ST e, depois, 3♠ = 5 cartas ♥, sem defesa a ♠

Tendo ♣ ou , as respostas ao Dobre são mais ou menos intuitivas, ou seja, o respondente pode
usar a resposta de 1ST para marcar de seguida o seu menor ao nível de 3 se quiser mostrar uma
mão de 9-11 com defesa no rico de abertura.

João Fanha 2017

